F. No. 3-7/2011-12/S&S-I  
National Council of Educational Research and Training  
Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016  
(S&S Section)


CIRCULAR

It has been observed that the EPBAX telephone numbers 26560620 & 26566360 of NCERT exhibits on its official website as well as printed on official letter heads being issued by Council's various officers are not correct. These numbers have either been changed or not in use at present.

The correct EPBAX Nos. are shown as under:

Phone: +91-11-26562188, 26592360  
Fax: +91-11-26868419

All officers/subordinate staff may please ensure that the correspondence/letter heads being issued by the NCERT should bear the correct telephone numbers of NCERT in future.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(J.P. Bhulania)  
Sr. Store Officer

Copy to:-

1. Joint Director, CIET & PSSCIVE, Bhopal
2. Principal, RIE Ajmer, Bhopal, Bhubaneswer, Mysore & NERIE, Shillong.
3. All Head of Depts./Units of NCERT.
4. Dr. A.P. Behera, Head, DICT, CIET with the request to correct the numbers accordingly on Council's website. In addition, the EPBAX No. +91-11-26864811-820 may also be deleted from the contact details on NCERT website.
5. All Officers/Sections in the Council.
6. PS to Director, NCERT.
7. PS to JD, NCERT.
8. PA to Secretary, NCERT.
9. Guard File.